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Abstract 
Motion retargeting is a movement edition technology that designed to redirect for motion capture data of the 
production of computer animation. The technology of motion retargeting now exists the problems—a large database 
and with the joints increasing, the algorithm increases the complexity. According to this, we propose a new way 
which is the end effector Trajectory-Mapping method based on 3d feature extraction of the motion data. Finally, we 
use the virtual arm of human and other virtual roles for application, and received very good results. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
Motion retargeting technology is a new motion editing technology of computer animation first 
proposed by Gleicher[1] in the late 1990s.The basic idea has fully utilized the motion capture data that 
applied to different joint model, while maintaining the original characteristics of the movement, reused 
existing articular motion data information. In recent years, many researchers make full use of the idea of 
motion retargeting, from the roles with the same joint structure expand to different joint structures. 
Monzani[2] etc proposed a motion retargeting method using middle skeleton model combining with the 
inverse kinematics. According to articulated skeletons corresponding technology, Hsieh[3] etc solved the 
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problem of motion retargeting between characters with different joint structure, such as men and dogs, 
men and shark. 
Motion retargeting technology is not a new issuea, existing methods all needs a large database to store 
virtual role models and the collected initial motion data[4],Meanwhile, combine with inverse kinematics 
theory, the existing initial motion of joint displacement and rotating information redirect to target object, 
so as to realize the motion retargeting[5]. Computation process of these methods is complicated, and 
along with the joints increase, redirect algorithm complexity sharply increase, the price of analysing and 
solving is higher. 
The end effector Trajectory-Mapping method based on 3d feature extraction of the motion data is 
proposed in this paper. This method based on the joint model of virtual role with IK(Inverse Kinematics) 
settings, set keyframe of source motion data of original virtual role and extract the role’s end effector 3d 
movement feature points, calculate and reconstruct the 3d motion curves which after proportional 
adjustment mapped to the target role. The end effector of target role drive the corresponding joints curved 
through the 3d motion trajectory, so achieve motion retargeting. This method only need to store the 3d 
curves of source motion data, in a certain extent, solve the problem of large database restraint, and along 
with the joints increase the redirect algorithm complexity does not increase. 
2. Trajectory-Mapping method based on 3d feature extraction for motion retargeting 
2.1. Virtual role object modeling 
Design role models for target object of motion retargeting, we must build a skeleton for the role after 
modeling. For the human model and virtual roles models of joint which similar to human skeleton 
structure, we can easily create its skeleton. For non articulated joint and nonliving model, we must create 
skeleton and set the joints according to its unique topological structure [6].For the target model that 
topological structure is not obvious, such as white paper, bubble etc, we also can use the skeleton 
embedding method based on model segmentation[7] to build the bone structure of model. After create the 
bone skeleton, using 3D Max corresponding IK Solver [8] to set the model. 
2.2. Think of algorithm 
Based on 3d feature extraction Trajectory-Mapping algorithm procedure is as follows: 
Step 1: select action key frames from animation sequence of original object; 
Step 2: sets end effector of original object, calculate the global coordinates of end effector in each key 
frames;  
Step 3: extract 3d feature points of the end effector from initial motion data, reconstruct 3d curve base 
on the extracted 3d feature points of the end effector from original motion curve, to determine the motion 
curve of target model end effector; 
Step 4: Read the 3d motion curves and determine the start and end points; 
Step 5: Calculate the skeletal proportion between redirect target object and the source model, general 
default original object for the standard model. According to the value of skeletal proportion, zoom and 
adjust the motion curve, and then convert to the target object's motion curve; 
Step 6: In virtual scene, the position of virtual role is not affirmatory, in order to ensure that the motion 
data information can mapped to the target, we need to determine the position of target object's end 
effector, set the starting point of the motion curve as the starting poin of target object's end effector; 
Step 7: According to the projected curve principle, the data information of curve motion must mapped 
to target object 's end effect; 
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Step 8: Given the target position of terminal effector, the target object model with IK Settings will 
move along the motion curve trajectory and its conjoint joints information can be generated automatically, 
thus complete the whole redirection movement. 
3. Implementation of Trajectory-Mapping method based on 3d feature extraction 
3.1. 3d feature extraction of original motion data 
The 3d motion curve need to be reconstructed by a series of extracted 3d feature points. A method of 
connecting feature points namely arc connection method is proposed in this paper. This method is simple, 
and the resulting 3d reconstructed curve is smooth. Specific steps are as follows: 
Step 1: Select ordered three points in turn from the feature points set:Pi-1(xi-1,yi-1,zi-1), Pi(xi,yi,zi), 
Pi+1(xi+1,yi+1,zi+1)










, according to the value 
(0 or not) we can judge the three points are in line or not. 
Step 3: If the value of determinant is 0, the three points are in line, so directly connect the three points 
with a straight line, otherwise, solve for the circular arc which connect the three points: 
(1) the coordinate value of midpoint P of Pi-1 and Pi is
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,m(x0,y0,z0) is known point in the 
line, s ={l,m,n} is direction vector of the line (vector s  is perpendicular to vector ii PP 1− ） , known 
coordinate value of P and vector  ii PP 1− , midperpendicular of segment Pi-1Pi can be figure out. 
Fig. 1.  Arc connection method schematic 
(3) In a similar way, midperpendicular of segment PiPi+1 can be figure out, according to know two 
intersecting lines, the crosspoint can be obtained namely the center of acircle that through the three points.  
(4) According to the distance formula between two point: D=
)()()(
222
zzyyxx jijiji −−− ++ ,the
distance between center of acircle and the arbitrary three points namely radius of a circle can be figure out. 
Step 4: According to the circle through the three points, connecting the three points with circular arc, 
and then complete the reconstruction of 3d motion curve. 
3.2. Zoom and adjust the motion curve based on scaling transformation and then mapping 
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After the reconstruction of end effector trajectory curve, we obtain motion curve of redirect mapping. 
we need to calculate the skeletal proportion between redirect target object and the source model[9].Zoom 
and adjust the motion curve based on the value of skeletal proportion, so that avoid motion retargeting 
distortion. In virtual scene, in order to ensure that the motion data information mapped to target object 
reasonably, we need to determine the position of the target's root node and adjust the initial action gesture 
of target role. If there is a need, we can adjust the height of the redirect target object’s skeletal center 






                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (1)
p
r
root  is the height of the source model’s skeletal center(root node), proot
0
is the height of the redirect target 
object’s skeletal center(root node), α is the proportion of lower limb total length between the redirect 
target object and the source model namely skeletal proportion. 
4. Experimental result 
This simulation platform is secondary developed by the virtual reality software Quest3D[10].In this lab, 
use the human body for source model of motion retargeting, human movement data for the source data, 
establish the skeletal structures[11] of cartoon monster model and tree model referring to the biped 
skeletal system of Character Studio in 3DS MAX. The virtual arm skeletal structure of the cartoon monste 
model is simplified to: shoulder, elbows and hand.Tree model is taken its branches as the virtual arm 
using the method of user defined skeleton. 
Fig. 2. Motion retargeting from human to cartoon monster                         Fig. 3. Motion retargeting from human to tree
This platform shows human model, cartoon monster model (Mode-1) and tree Model (Model-2). In 
virtual scene, press the hand-move button, the human body arm start doing action, the position of its end 
effector is tracking by red point and draw the path curve, each track point represents each key frames of 
action, extract the 3d feature points of the 3d curve, the 3d curve will mapped to Model-1 after zoom and 
adjustment,Model-1 can move along the 3d motion curve trajectory. The trajectory of virtual arm end 
effector of human body and Model-1 shown in figure 2. Similarly, the target Model switch to Model-2, 
defines the virtual arm of the tree Model, which contain five joints (show in figure1), and setting its end 
effector, complete motion retargeting from human to tree, shown in figure 3. 
5. Conclusion 
For the Model of joints with IK Solver settings in 3D Max, Trajectory-Mapping method based on 
feature extraction for motion retargeting is proposed in this paper. This method is applicable for virtual 
role with arbitrary joint structure, our method is verified in this paper and get good experimental result. 
Based on the IK settings model of joints for the foundation, our method can be used not only between 
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objects with different size and different skeletal proportion, but also between the role objects with 
skeleton structure and objects with no skeleton structure. Using the Trajectory-Mapping method based on 
feature extraction, motion retargeting of virtual roles with arbitrary joint structure is feasible. Thereby 
greatly expanded the applicable scope of motion retargeting, further strengthen the reusability of existing 
data information, save the time and cost of computer animation production.  
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